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Jiao Tianyu held the artifact and looked at Levi Garrison in surprise and asked.

Others also said one after another: “Yes, I don’t know what’s going on. Get up early in the morning, the
artifact is here! Very strange!”

“We haven’t moved at all! Besides, if the artifact is hidden in the laboratory, we also don’t have the
ability to take it out!”

…

Everyone was surprised.

Levi Garrison took over the artifact.

Looked carefully.

suddenly.

He has a bad feeling!
not good!

The artifact was actually sent back.

It’s just that they haven’t been sent back to the laboratory.

But sent to myself.

It suddenly appeared in Levi Garrison’s mind that when the group of guys left last night, they looked at
him meaningfully.

At that time, Levi Garrison thought they were laughing at that he couldn’t find them.

Now it seems that there are other ideas.

They were trying to send the artifact to themselves, and then they were arranging the artifact by
themselves.

All this is already in the calculations.

No wonder the artifact has not returned yet.

The reason is here.

not good! ! !

“boom!!!”

Levi Garrison’s body trembled suddenly.

At this moment, a large number of people rushed in.

Levi Garrison also held the artifact in his hand.

Everyone saw it at a glance! ! !

“Hahahaha… Am I wrong? Levi Garrison stole the artifact! He also bought a fake one!”

“Everyone gets the money! See what else he can refute!”

“I have to say that Levi Garrison is stupid. He stole the artifact and hid it, and even showed it to
everyone! Didn’t this come to the door by himself?”

…

Thousands of people saw it with their own eyes.

A hundred mouths can’t argue!

Even Levi Garrison laughed himself.

It turns out that these spies are secretly thinking about the Fa, what about themselves?

But a little too naive, pediatric stuff.

But hear here.

Jiao Tianyu and others immediately began to defend: “Everyone is misunderstanding! We saw the
artifact here when we got up in the morning! I don’t know who put it here!”

“Instructor Ye just came back! He didn’t steal it!”

“Yes, besides, he has no motivation to steal, he doesn’t like this stuff…”

…

“Ho ho, do you fart? Still motivated?”

“What is the power of the artifact? Everyone saw it yesterday! Who is not greedy! Even the major
mentors are unavoidable. As for you, you are the group that is the least likely to get the artifact. Your
mentor is greedy for the artifact, so I changed the package!”

